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Abstract - In today’s business world there is excess of
available data & a great need to make good use of it. Data
mining is art of extracting pattern and knowledge from large
amount of data. Frequent itemset plays essential role in many
Data Mining tasks that try to find out interesting patterns
from database such as association rules. Association rule
mining is a method of discovering interesting correlations
between variables in large databases. Mining of frequent
itemset is most popular problem in data mining. The
discovery of frequent itemsets can be serve valuable economic
& research purpose. But valuable discovered frequent
itemsets should not only assure security but also achieve high
data utility & offer time efficiency. The frequent itemsets are
patterns or items like itemset, substructures or subsequences
that comes out in data set frequently. There are several FIM
algorithms for frequent item mining such as Apriori,
FPgrowth, Eclat, UP growth algorithms.
To provide security or privacy here we use differentially
private FIM algorithm using UP- growth algorithm. It consist
of Prepocessing & mining phase.In prepocessing phase, to
enhance utility & privacy advance smart splitting method is
proposed to transform database. For given Database
preprocessing phase should be performed only once. In
mining phase run time estimation & dynamic reduction
performed. To cover the information loss by smart splitting,
we contrive run time estimation to calculate actual support of
itemsets in original database. For privacy we have added
noise in the database, we put forward dynamic reduction
method to reduce the noise dynamically which guarantees
privacy during mining process. In this paper we proposed
new algorithm for mining high utility itemsets called as UP
growth which consider not only frequency of itemset but also
utility associated with the itemset.
Keywords–Frequent Item Mining, є- differential privacy,
FP- growth, UP-growth.

1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining is called as uncovering hidden data in a
database. In other word, it is called as also data analysis,
data driven determination and deductive finding out.
Among the areas of data mining, the problem of extracting
associations from data has received a great deal of
awareness. Association rules are used to identify
correlations among a set of items in database. These
correlations are not based on immanent properties of the
data themselves (as with functional dependencies), but
rather based on occurrence of the data items.
Association Rule Mining discovers application
in market basket analysis. The market analysts would be
focused in discovering frequently bought items by
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customers, so the organization can do effective
arrangements of items according to their sales. Two
strategically measures that command the association rule
mining process are support and confidence. Support is the
statistical importance of a rule while confidence is the
degree of assuredly of the detective associations the whole
association mining process is commanded by two
variables, minimum support and confidence which are user
defined.
Discovering useful patterns hidden in database plays an
important role in different data mining jobs, such as
frequent pattern mining, high utility pattern mining.
Among them frequent pattern mining is a fundamental
research topic, that has been used to different databases,
such as transactional databases. It is used in the analysis of
purchase of customer transactions in retail research where
it is called as market basket analysis. It is used to identify
the purchase patterns of the consumer. Given a database,
where each transaction has a set of items, FIM tries to find
itemsets that occur in transactions more often than a given
threshold. The frequent itemsets detection can potentially
provide, if the data is intuitive (e.g., web browsing history
and medical records of patients), releasing the detected
frequent itemsets might cause threats to individual privacy.
This paper addresses the frequent and weighted itemsets
discovery, i.e., the frequent weighted itemsets, from
transactional weighted data sets using UP tree and UP
growth algorithm for high transaction itemsets.
2. RELATED WORK
Lots of studies have been proposed to solve the privacy
preserving FIM problem from different aspects.
Main aim is to ensure that the resulted frequent itemsets
itself does not leak private information and achieve
differential privacy. Considering K- anonymity model for
protecting privacy in [2], [12] propose an algorithm to
publish annonymised frequent itemset. However these two
studies do not satisfies differential privacy. And thus they
cannot provide sufficient privacy protection against
attackers with background knowledge. [3] A new novel
and powerful privacy definition called l –diversity. [3]
Show the weak points of k-anonymity; how it is weaken to
protect information against attacker with background
knowledge. Diversity framework introduced here to give
strong privacy guarantee.
[4] Proposed fast algorithm for mining association rule i.e.
Apriori & AprioriHybrid algorithms .These compared with
previous algorithms and these algorithm gives excellent
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performance for large database with transactions, but these
generates candidate set.
[5] Introduces FP growth algorithm, with is nothing but
mining frequent pattern without candidate generation, as
we have seen in [4] apriori algorithm performs mining
fastly with candidate set generation, which is costly. In [5]
FP tree is used as data structure to store large database
compressed in small data structure. Algorithm introduced
in [5] is scalable and efficient than apriori algorithm.
[11] Present set of randomization operators to limit privacy
beaches in FIM.
[13] Proposed new algorithm for discovering frequent
patterns in sensitive data adopted exponential mechanism
& Laplace noise-addition mechanism techniques which are
efficient in context of frequent item mining.
[14] Proposes algorithm Privbasis with perform frequent
itemset mining with differential privacy by using minimum
support threshold. Any itemset that occurs in transaction
often than minimum support threshold is subset of some
basis with differential privacy guarantee.
But [6] [13] [14] addresses some issues performing
frequent item mining with differential privacy.

trade off transactions are splitted rather than truncated.
Smart splitting is performed in this phase.
By extracting the information from original database smart
splitting is performed and original database is transformed.
For given Database preprocessing phase performed only
once.
Mining phase:In this phase, given the transformed database and a userspecified threshold, it privately discovers frequent itemset.
Run time estimation & dynamic reduction methods are
used in this phase to improve quality of results.
In this phase we divide privacy budget є in to 5 portions.
Є1 is used to compute maximum length constraint
Є2 is used to estimate maximal length of frequent
itemsets.
Є3 is used to reveal correlation between items in
transaction.
Є4 is used to compute vectors of itemsets.
Є5 is used to compute support.

Differential Privacy:For 2 databases D & D’, they are neighboring databases if
they differ by at most one record.
Є –Differential Privacy:
A private algorithm A satisfies Є –Differential Privacy Iff for
any two neighboring databases D & D’ and any subset of
outputs S is subset of Range (A),
Pr [A (D) Є S] ≤ 𝑒 є * Pr [A (D’) Є S]
Where probability is taken over the randomness of A.

Frequent Itemset mining:
Itemset nothing but collection of one or more items &
frequent items means itemsets whose support is greater
than or equal to minimum support threshold. Finding such
frequent itemset is called frequent item mining.

Figure 1: System Architecture.

Preprocessing Phase:Problem statement:

3. EXISTING SYSTEM



Differentially private FIM algorithm based on the FPgrowth algorithm, which is referred to as PFP-growth.




FP growth algorithm:
It is a partitioning based, depth first search algorithm.
It adopts divide and conquer manner to adopt to decompose
the mining task into smaller tasks for finding frequent
itemsets. In conditional pattern bases.
To efficiently generate conditional pattern bases, FP
growth uses 2 data structures Header Table & FP- tree.
Header Table used to stores items and their support.
For FP- tree each branch represents an itemset and node
has counter.
PFP -growth consists of
1. Preprocessing phase
2. Mining phase.
Preprocessing phase:Utility and privacy trade-off can be improved by using
transaction splitting techniques. To improve privacy utility

The existing system does not deal with the high
utility transactional itemsets.
Existing methods require larger time to execute.
Existing system gives comparatively large size
output combination.
4. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Mining high utility itemsets from a database having large
transactions refers to the discovery of itemsets with high
utility like profits, sale. Although a number of relevant
approaches have been proposed in recent years, they incur
the problem of producing a large number of candidate
itemsets for high utility itemsets. The situation may
become worse when the database contains lots of long
transactions or long high utility itemsets. By referring
paper [18], we propose an efficient algorithm, namely UPGrowth (Utility Pattern Growth), for mining high utility
itemsets with a set of techniques for pruning candidate
itemsets. The high utility itemsets information is preserved
in a special data structure named UP-Tree (Utility Pattern
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Tree) such that the candidate itemsets can be created
efficiently with only two scans of the database. The
performance of UP-Growth was estimated in
differentiation with the other algorithms on different types
of datasets. Our algorithm outperforms in terms of
execution time, especially when the database contains lots
of long transactions. Also gives limited and accurate
output.
Advantages:
 The proposed algorithm scans the database only
limited no. Of times which requires less time
complexity.
 Our proposed algorithm improves the accuracy as
compare to existing algorithms for frequent
itemsets.
 Gives limited and accurate item set.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we survey some frequent item mining with
privacy methods. We studied about the method, which is
useful for privacy such as K- anonymity,ldiversity,Privbasis.we have studied and analysed these
methods observed drawbacks and benefits of these
methods.We have studied different mining algorithms such
as Apriori ,Apriorihybrid, FP –growth, UP –growth
algorithm performed comparisons between Apriori and FP
–growth & UP growth. Apriori is costly to perform and
not time efficient than FP –growth algorithm. We studied
existing system .We compared the FP- growth with UPgrowth algorithm. We conclude that UP growth algorithm
is time efficient and requires less memory as compared to
FP growth especially when database contains lots of long
transactions.
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